With the rapid development of social computing technologies and online reading platforms, the proportion of e-books, especially online serialized novels, has been increasing. Identifying ways to add updated serialized books to readers' real-time recommendation lists has become an urgent problem to be solved. While serialized books are still underwritten and in the process of production, their features and categories can constantly evolve and change, lacking complete text content information and complete global scoring data. Therefore, this paper proposes a dynamic DTree2Vec scheme for serialized books that models text of varying degrees of completion to achieve unified semantic feature representation to measure the semantic relevance of books. At the same time, it ensures recommendation quality by tracking the update status of serialized books and by adding the subsequent chapter content in real time. This scheme establishes a dynamic hierarchical tree structure for serialized books and applies a cosine-type local reconstruction model to reconstruct new semantic features of books. In addition, the fine-grained factor of chapter partitioning is introduced to the reconstruction process to adjust the proportion of global and local features to better represent the semantic features of books. We analyzed effects of the content of serialized chapters on the recommendation results and used semantic features of the reconstruction to represent the content of serial novels in real time. The experiment results prove that the proposed DTree2Vec scheme can achieve higher degrees of recommendation accuracy when dealing with unfinished serialized books, effectively alleviating dynamic capture problems and real-time recommendations of book recommendations.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of social computing technologies and with the popularization of electronic reading devices and online reading platforms, e-books have become popular due to their low cost and portability. The diversity of reading methods available has led consumers to shift their reading and book purchases toward digital channels. With the rise of serialized novels, it is now difficult for readers to select their The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan . favorite books. Improving the accuracy of book recommendations, especially for online serialized novels, becomes more difficult. At present, major online platforms and e-book reading websites have introduced and promoted a large proportion of serialized novels. These serialized books are updated in real time for readers to meet their diverse needs for reading content. However, serialized books often take a long time to produce while calling for loyal readers, and the matching of readers with unfinished books has become an urgent problem. Rather, in the absence of full-text content information and complete global scoring data, the dynamic identification of VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ changes in the story content of updated serialized books and the application of such changes to readers' real-time recommendation lists have become urgent problems to be solved. At present, recommendation systems are widely used, but few studies have examined the recommendation of online serialized books. Most websites use tags to classify and recommend serialized books. However, the manual labeling of labels is very time consuming and not representative. Because the classified information of serial novels often changes with the development of story content through the process of production, it is clearly not accurate enough to strictly make recommendations according to original labels. It is difficult to dynamically capture subtle changes in serialized books in real time. At the same time, the number of roughly classified books is still considerable, and thus matching readers with unfinished serialized books remains a major problem faced by readers.
In addressing the above issues, this paper makes the following contributions. First, we construct a hierarchical tree of books for serialized books. By encoding, we retain the original text organization of serialized books as much as possible. Chapter nodes are used as second layer nodes, paragraph nodes are used as leaf nodes, and the cosine type local reconstruction model is used to reconstruct the semantic feature vector of serialized books. Chapter and paragraph nodes can be added with the updated chapter information in real time. The three-layer book hierarchical tree structure can be adaptively adjusted and only needs to process the updated chapters and root node. This maintains most of the original topology of the tree without double counting.
Second, the dynamic DTree2Vec scheme is proposed in this paper. This scheme models text of varying degrees of completion to exhibit unified semantic feature representation and to measure the semantic relevance of books. The scheme also tracks the novel update status to capture semantic changes in serialized books. According to content similarities, serialized books can be added to the reader's recommendation list for real-time recommendation, thereby ensuring the real-time quality of recommendations. The dynamic DTree2Vec scheme can track book updates and capture semantic changes in serialized books for realtime recommendation, which effectively alleviates dynamic capture problems related to book recommendations.
Third, considering the effect of fine-grained partitioning on the contributions of local features, a fine-grained factor is introduced as the weight to balance global and local features. The finer the granularity of chapter partitioning, the stronger the capacity for local features to capture the spatial distribution of terms. Applying the fine-grained factor can result in better performance when fitting the semantics of an entire node. The improved reconstruction model based on the fine-grained factor can more closely represent the semantic features of serialized books. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces related work. Section III describes the approach of our dynamic DTree2Vec scheme and of the proposed book recommendation method based on the DTree2Vec scheme. The experiment and its results are illustrated in section IV, and section V draws conclusions and describes avenues for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Social recommendation systems [1] - [3] use social relations among users to find preferences and provide relevant suggestions to users. Using social relations incorporate virtual ratings into the historical ratings of the users who have insufficient ratings can improve the performance of the rating prediction process [4] . The traditional recommendation algorithm is mainly divided into collaborative filtering [5] - [9] and content-based recommendation [10] - [13] tasks. Collaborative filtering is highly dependent on user activity, and it is difficult to manage items without a sufficient number of user ratings, resulting in the so-called cold-start problem [14] , [15] .Trust-aware recommender systems can alleviate cold start and data sparsity problems in recommendation methods through trust relations [16] , [17] . Therefore, when user activity is limited, effective content-based recommendations tend to be especially valuable.
In the recommendation of updated serialized books, ways to dynamically capture changes in content and apply such changes to readers' real-time recommendation lists becomes an urgent problem to be solved. Books often have rich content features, and it is beneficial to consider similarities in book content when developing book recommendations. It seems intuitive to capture the semantic similarities between two books based on an assessment of the relevance of book text. The bag-of-words model can be used to represent the full text of books and to thus understand book semantics. Traditional modeling methods based on the bag-of-words methodology, including the vector space model (VSM) [18] , latent semantic indexing (LSI) [19] , probabilistic of LSI (PLSI) analysis [20] , latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [21] and the rate adapting Poisson (RAP) model [22] , are designed to develop a vector to represent each document and to obtain a document vector represented by the term frequency. In particular, the VSM is used widely, the basic idea of which is to transform text into a vector in a vector space. Vector similarities are then used to represent text similarities and to thereby reduce levels of computational difficulty.
However, books, especially online serialized novels, are often lengthy documents, including most of the words we use in our daily lives. The bag-of-words model does not exhibit the varied spatial distributions of terms, and flat features generated by long documents make it difficult to identify contextual differences between two books that may contain frequencies of similar terms.
With the rapid development of neural network, word embedding models have been proposed to produce effective word representations. Word embedding models such as Word2Vec [23] and Doc2Vec [24] are able to represent the words in a document and provide more complex semantic relationships depending on their context. Word embedding models based on neural networks have emerged as an effective alternative to build vector representations of text by mapping semantic information into a geometric word embedding space. However, the common issue of using word embeddings is the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words [25] , [26] that appear in the datasets but not in the word embedding models.Only using word embedding models may have problems to represent very lengthy documents.
Therefore, a tree structure [27] can serve as one of the most powerful tools for data organization and representation. Zhang and Chow [28] proposed a four-layered framework MLSOM that can effectively organize books and authors, exhibiting a strong capacity for tree structure representation and speeding up the document indexing process. A Tree2Vector framework [29] is used to map a tree-based book structure to a vector space. The local reconstruction (LR) method is used to simulate the reconstruction process of the Tree2Vector framework, where the importance of child to parent nodes is evaluated while a unified vector representation of each tree structure book is formulated by integrating local feature statistics with child nodes. While the Tree2Vector model performs well when applied to book and author recommendations, its combination of local and global features are used with a fixed weighting factor. Therefore, it cannot take into account the impact of the fine-grained partitioning of local chapter features, and it must use complete text content information to reconstruct semantic features of a book, which is difficult to directly apply to serialized books of an updated state.
To address this problem, we propose a dynamic DTree2Vec scheme to build a hierarchical tree book from text information of varying levels of completion. We first extract the features to get the word distribution vector of the whole book and each chapter and paragraph. The original global semantic features and local semantic feature information of books can be obtained by dimensionality reduction, which are used to form a unified semantic feature representation. During the feature reconstruction process, a fine-grained factor is introduced as a weight to balance global and local features. The fine-grained factor is used to evaluate the contributions of local features, which can be more appropriate for fitting the semantic representation of serialized books. In the next section, we describe our proposed dynamic DTree2Vec scheme.
III. DYNAMIC DTREE2VEC SCHEME
The dynamic DTree2Vec scheme is proposed for book recommendations. By processing the long text of a serialized book, a book hierarchical tree structure is formed. The influence of the fine-grained factor is introduced during chapter partitioning, and new semantic features are reconstructed by using the original global semantic features of text and local semantic feature information to represent the content of the serialized books. The coding of the hierarchical tree and the vector mapping of the dynamic DTree2Vec scheme enable simultaneous dynamic updates based on continuously updated features of the serial novel. Making recommendations based on the dynamic DTree2Vec scheme involves data collection, text processing, feature extraction, hierarchical tree structure coding, DTree2Vec feature reconstruction, and recommendation, as shown in Fig.1 .
A. DATA COLLECTION
Due to a lack of datasets on serialized books, the serialized books used for this study were obtained from the open library of the Jinjiang website, one of the most influential Chinese serial literature websites. We crawled 1000 serialized book texts as datasets from the open library of the Jinjiang website and obtained relevant information on the corresponding books, including book names, authors, categories, styles, labels, word counts and book points. Among them, categories include romance, horror, fantasy, oriental derivatives and so on, and we selected 122 representative novels on the annual high score list to train the corpus and build a dictionary. To preserve features of the novel corpus, we take into account the textual value and popularity of each novel as a comprehensive selection criterion. Labels for the books include childhood sweetheart, urban love, supernatural fantasy, marquis palace, etc. The time period covered runs from 2007.03 to 2018.01. The collection of datasets and the corpus is implemented using Python.
B. TEXT PROCESSING 1) TEXT PREPROCESSING
The serialized books used for this study were obtained from the open library of the Jinjiang website. We extract text from the mainframe and filter out copyright information, external links, and other information not related to the content of each book. After these preprocessing steps, we use the Jieba Chinese word breaker, a module in python, to segment words and to extract words from all the documents of the dataset. We remove stop words such as common pronouns and prepositions based on four lists of stop words, including the Harbin Institute of Technology's stop word list, the Baidu stop word list and so on. We filter words with no special meaning, such as person names, and then store the words together with word term frequency (tf) and document frequency (df).
2) CORPUS TRAINING AND DICTIONARY BUILDING
Forming a semantic feature vector for each document involves constructing a corpus and building a dictionary that VOLUME 8, 2020 each word distribution vector can reference. We sort and filter words after word segmentation according to the corpus to build our serialized book dictionary. We use the well-known tf -idf term-weighting metric to calculate the weight of each word. As a local parameter, tf characterizes the number of times a word appears in the text. idf is the inverse document frequency, which is a measure of a dictionary's categorical ability as a global parameter as shown in equation (1).
where n w,d is determined on behalf of the word frequency of word w in document d. D is the total number of documents. We then sort the words in descending order according to their weights and select the first 10,000 words as the dictionary of the corpus.
3) TEXT PARTITION
To preserve the original structure of the serialized books, we divide the text of the serialized books by chapter as the first layer and then further divide the chapters into paragraphs. In each chapter, paragraphs can be easily identified with separators. Therefore, a paragraph separator is used to segment each chapter into multiple paragraph blocks. From the free and random segmentation of serialized books, it is necessary to combine paragraphs containing fewer words to appropriately control the number of paragraphs in each chapter. We merge paragraphs containing fewer words to form a new paragraph block until the total number of words in the merged block exceeds the paragraph threshold. In this way, a short paragraph block (e.g., a sentence as a paragraph) is attached to a relatively large paragraph block. For this study, we set the minimum threshold for the total number of characters in a paragraph as 600. Otherwise, the new paragraph block is merged with the previous paragraph.
When partitioning the text of a book, the number of paragraphs in chapters and their corresponding mapping relationships are retained to construct an index between the parent and child nodes of the tree model. Using the above text partitioning method, we can preserve the original structure of the serialized books as much as possible and construct a hierarchical tree structure for each book to describe semantic information from the global data view to the local data view.
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION 1) ORIGINAL SEMANTIC FEATURE
After building the dictionary, we calculated the word distribution vectors for each node in the tree. For a given tree structure of a book, the word distribution vector corresponding to paragraph level nodes can be expressed as equation (2) .
where n u indicates the number of times word u appears in the paragraph, and Toc is the number of words included in the dictionary.
Then, according to the hierarchical relationship between paragraphs and chapters, the word distribution vector of chapters may be given as N chap . We then have the word distribution vector of book N book as follows.
where k para is the number of paragraphs and k chap is the number of chapters. We apply the well-known tf -idf weighting metric to the word distribution vectors as tf -idf feature vectors. For each word, the weight given by the following equation is
where n book represents the number of books in the dataset and f d u denotes the number of books in which word u appears. The tf -idf value of each word can be expressed as
Similarly, we can determine the tf -idf feature vector of chapters and paragraphs separately.
where h b u , h c u , and h p u represent the tf -idf vector of word u in books, chapters, and paragraphs.
2) DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION
The original semantic feature vector of the hierarchical tree node is typically large, high-dimensional and sparse. As the total number of nodes in the tree is also large, directly using the tf -idf vectors shown above as semantic feature vectors is disadvantageous. To render the system computable, singular value decomposition (SVD) is applied for feature decomposition to achieve data dimensionality reduction, and each node semantic feature vector is projected into a lower dimensional feature vector. We perform SVD on books, chapters, and paragraph feature matrices at the book, chapter, and paragraph levels, respectively, with the following equation:
where Q is a singular value matrix with dimensions m × n, each element on the main diagonal is a singular value, and elements on the main diagonal are valued at zero. U is a matrix of dimensions m × m composed of the feature vector of H T H , and V is a matrix of dimensions n × n composed of the feature vector of HH T . U and V are unitary matrices satisfying the following equation.
where I represents the identity matrix. The singular values are arranged in descending order within the singular value matrix, and the reduction of singular values is particularly efficient. In many cases, the sum of the first 10% or even 1% of the singular values accounts for more than 99% of the sum of the singular values. We can use the k largest singular values and the corresponding left and right singular vectors to approximately describe the matrix. Herein, we select k = 50.
The reduced dimension matrix F is obtained by multiplying the right singular vector matrix V as follows:
The SVD feature matrices of books, chapters, and paragraphs were obtained separately after dimensionality reduction as F book , F chap ,and F para . The SVD feature vectors of each book, chapter, and paragraph are extracted from the above three feature matrices for the original semantic feature representation of each node in the book hierarchical tree.
D. HIERARCHICAL TREE STRUCTURE CODING
Tree-based representation can restore the structure of serialized books to the greatest extent, serving as an effective way to identify the distribution of semantic features in books. Accordingly, to achieve correspondence mapping between each book and chapter, we encode the hierarchical tree structure, and it is convenient to dynamically add serialized chapters. The coding construction process of the hierarchical tree is illustrated in Fig.2 .
1) NODE CODING
We assign a set of information to each node of the tree structure to determine the nodes depend on each other within the tree structure. This collection of information includes: 1) the number of nodes in the tree; 2) the index of each node in each layer; 3) the parent node index; 4) the child node indices; 5) the original semantic feature vector after SVD dimensionality reduction and 6) additional node information. Among them, the parent index and child node index information of the node are obtained from the mapping relationship retained by the text partition. The additional information is temporarily set in the coding stage to preserve reconstruction coefficients and new semantic features of the nodes, where the reconstruction coefficient and the new semantic feature vector are obtained as shown in the next section. In particular, the parent node index of the root node and child node indices of the leaf node are empty, and additional information on the leaf node is also absent.
2) TREE CODING
We encode the tree corresponding to the serialized book and assign information to each book: 1) the number of tree layers; 2) additional information on the book; 3) the root node; 4) the collection of chapters storing nodes of the second layer; and 5) the collection of paragraphs storing nodes of the third layer. In this paper, the number of tree layers per book is set as 3, and additional book information includes book name, book index, author, and tag information. The root node is represented as a node of the book-level domain. We used lists to store chapter and paragraph nodes in the second and third layers, respectively, in Python to then easily add new child nodes with the updated chapters and paragraphs. In this way, the tree structure constructed by the serialized book can be adjusted adaptively and dynamically. Information on the set of trees and corresponding to each node is used to return the encoded tree structure representation.
E. DTREE2VEC FEATURE RECONSTRUCTION
For long-text serialized books and online serialized novels in particular, the number of chapters and paragraph nodes in each book is considerable, and it is undesirable to directly calculate the tree editing distance between two books when performing similarity calculations. Zhang et al. [29] proposes that the Tree2Vector can map a three-level book tree to a vector space designed to create a vector representation for each book tree in a dataset. A successful Tree2Vector transformation not only reduces the storage space of the database but also accelerates query processing. At the same time, because the text of a serialized book is usually long, including most words used in our daily lives, original features of the traditional document modeling method are more flat, and it is difficult to identify context differences of two books that may use similar terms at the same frequency. Characterizing each node using original semantic features does not result in a different spatial distribution of terms. Therefore, DTree2Vec integrates global and local information when applying a hierarchical tree structure to feature vector mapping. At the same time, a fine-grained factor is introduced to balance the influence of global original and local features, and the original feature vector of the parent node and its child node feature vector are merged to obtain new semantic features of the chapterlevel domain. Then, from the hierarchical tree structure, a new semantic feature representation of the book-level domain is obtained, and the hierarchical tree of each book can be mapped to the vector space. The new reconstructed semantic feature vector can then combine all important information to better measure semantics of the serialized book. The reconstruction process of our DTree2Vec feature is illustrated in Fig.3 .
1) COEFFICIENT RECONSTRUCTION
The key problem of local feature processing is to determine how to integrate child node features into the root node while preserving discriminative information hidden at low levels. As each child node plays a different role in the construction of the contributing parent node, determining how to evaluate the importance of each child node to its parent node is critical to combining the two information sources.
The locality reconstruction model [29] evaluates the importance of each child node to its parent node from a set of reconstruction coefficients. Inspired by sparse coding [30] , [31] , we assume that the parent node of the tree structure is treated as a compact linear combination of its children. The new semantic feature vector representation of the parent node should then contain its own original node feature information and supplemental information for all of its child node features. Unlike the Euclidean-type reconstruction model(Euclidean-type LR) [29] , the Cosine-type reconstruction model(cosine-type LR) can consistently provide excellent performance. A cosine-type reconstruction error can be measured accurately to capture the semantic differences between a parent node and its child node.
2) COSINE-TYPE RECONSTRUCTION MODEL
For given original global feature vector F and local feature vectors D,the optimization function of the reconstruction process from the child node to its parent node is modeled as follows:
where F represents the original feature vector of the node, and D represents all child nodes of the node feature vectors. β is a collection of reconstructed coefficients as shown in equation (13) . λ is the regularization parameter, and the regularization term in the equation is used to manage the model overfitting problem. D = F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F u , · · · , F k max (12) β = β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β u , · · · , β k max (13) where k max is the number of child nodes. From the input node and its child node in this optimization problem, we can obtain where k max is the number of child nodes. From the input node and its child node in this optimization problem, we can obtain a series where kmax is the number of child nodes. From the input node and its child node in this optimization problem, we can obtain a series of reconstructed coefficients β k (k = 1, 2, · · · , k max )corresponding to the node. We then rewrite the first part of equation (11) as
Therefore, we can define the Lagrange function as follows:
with ∂L(β, µ)/∂β = 0, we have
where µ = −2 1 T (W + λI ) −1 1 −1 and I represent the identity matrix. We substitute µ into equation (17) to obtain reconstructed coefficient β.
where ψ = (W + λI ) −1 1. And λ is the regularization parameter. We use the cosine-type reconstruction model to calculate reconstruction coefficients corresponding to each nonleaf node in the tree in the same way. The resulting reconstruction coefficients are used to reflect the importance of the relevant child nodes to their parent nodes.
3) FEATURE FUSION
To formulate a new vector representation for a node, Zhang et al. [29] combined the original feature vector of the parent node and with children node feature vectors in a simple sum form. Inspired this approach, we update it and propose a modified feature fusion tool that applies the fine-grained factor. When combining global features with local features for feature fusion, it is very important to weigh original global features and local features. It is of course not universal to use fixed weighting coefficients for nodes of varying fine-grained degrees of partitioning when performing feature linear combinations. Therefore, we introduce a fine-grained factor based on the degree of local fine-grained partitioning and based on the effect of local features on the proportion of new semantic features. The number of child nodes is normalized as the weight of the local feature, and the corresponding equations are as follows:
A = max n 1,l , n 2,l , . . . , n i,l , . . . , n max,l (20) where n i,l is the number of child nodes included in the i th node of the l th level, and A represents the maximum number of child nodes in the node of the same level. For nodes of the book-and chapter-level domains, the deeper the degree of partitioning, the more global original features tend to be flat. Thus, the finer the level of granularity, the more local features as able to capture term spatial distributions. Therefore, during feature fusion, the fine-grained factor is used to adjust the proportions of global and local features so that the nodes of varied granularity in chapter partitioning can adjust the weight of local features according to the structure of the node itself.
We use the obtained reconstruction coefficients to weight subnode features and to balance global and local features with fine-grained factors as shown by the following equation.
β k F k (21) Therefore, according to the original semantic feature vector and subnode feature information of each node, we can reconstruct a new semantic feature vector representation and then update backward from the chapter node in the hierarchical tree structure until the root node (i.e., the book semantic feature vector F book new )
F. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON DYNAMIC SCHEME DTREE2VEC
For content-based recommendations, using the semantic features of serialized novels, we measure the semantic similarities of two books by calculating the cosine similarities of semantic feature vectors of two serialized books. This provides similar cosine similarity distances for two terms in quantized form, a term defined as vectors u and v divided by the product of the dot product of their 2-Norm. The following expression can be mathematically used to represent the dot product between two vectors.
where θ is the angle between u and v, u is the 2-Norm of vector u, and v is the 2-Norm of vector v. Cosine similarity can be given as
The semantic features of the reconstructed books can then be used to characterize similarities of the text. They can thus describe similarities in the serialized books in terms of story content and add serialized books to the reader's recommendation list. At the same time, according to the updated chapter content, the hierarchical tree structure is adjusted in time, and the semantic feature vector of the serialized book is dynamically updated with the incrementally serialized chapters.
G. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Since each tree can be transformed into a vectorial representation separately by our DTree2Vector model. The computational complexity is related to the number of books in the entire dataset. With the bottom-up iterative process, the computational complexity of our DTree2Vec using CLR model for the whole database is then given by n i=1 m j=1 δ(j, i) 2n 3 j,i + 3n 2 j,i + (5 + 3d)n j,i + 2d + 1 (24) where n represent the number of books in the entire dataset, m represent the number of nodes in the book and d represent the Perform text preprocessing and book partitioning 3: Perform original feature extraction for the book-, chapter-, and paragraph-level domains after partitioning 4: Apply the corpus and obtain the tf -idf vector from equation (6) 5:
Apply SVD for feature decomposition using equation (10) 6:
Encode the book hierarchical tree 7: Apply the DTree2Vec scheme for the feature reconstruction of each node 8: Calculate reconstruction coefficients from equation (18) 9:
Obtain reconstructed semantic features from equations (19) and (21) 10:
Take the reconstructed semantic features of the root node of the hierarchical tree as the semantic features of the book. 11: end for 12: for any two books in the dataset do 13: Calculate similarities in their semantic feature vectors from equation (23) 14: end for 15: Make top-N recommendations based semantic content similarities.
dimension of the feature vectors of the node. And n j,i denotes the number of child nodes of the jth node in the ith book; δ(j, i) is an indicator function given by δ(j, i) = 1, n j,i > 0 0, n j,i = 0
Although n j,i maybe large in our serialized book dataset, the calculation under the DTree2Vector model can be obtained offline. And we can only process the updated chapters and root book nodes adaptively, which maintain most of the original topology of the tree without double counting.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. DATASET
To test the performance of our DTree2Vec scheme for serialized novels, we collected 1000 serialized books from the Jinjiang open library website as a dataset with labels including romance, horror, fantasy, oriental derivatives and so on, as detailed in section III. To simulate levels of chapter updating for the serialized novel text, we intercepted 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the text as representative of the degree of completion of the serialized books, and we then expanded the dataset into five data subsets. The following experiments were conducted on these five datasets. For the sake of clarity, the distribution of nodes across the entire dataset is summarized statistically in Table 1 . 
B. DESIGN
We experimented with the five datasets individually to test the recommendation performance of the DTree2Vec scheme.
We selected 150 books randomly to construct a query set. When querying each book of the query set, the remaining 850 books of the dataset were used as the candidate set queried to obtain a list of associated Top-N recommendations. For our DTree2Vector scheme, feature dimensions of the book, page, and paragraph levels are reduced to 50 dimensions by SVD, and parameter λ is fixed at 7 for the experiments described in this section. We first compare the DTree2Vec scheme with widely used bag-of-word models such as the VSM [18] and LSI [19] . The LSI is calculated by performing singular value decomposition (SVD) on the tf -idf vector, and for comparisons, the dimension is set to the same 50-dimensional level. Then, in contrast to the Tree2Vector method, the CLR model is tested under the Tree2Vector framework. Two other Tree2Vector-CLR methods are also evaluated: 1) Tree2Vector-CLR-Global, which only uses characteristics of the parent node and 2) Tree2Vector-CLR-Local, which only uses characteristics of the child node. The specific parameter settings applied are the same as those used in [29] . Morever, we tested two types of Doc2vec models, DM and DBOW, where the dimension is set to 200. Furthermore, we use a simple CNN architecture described by Kim [32] which uses feature vectors obatained by Doc2vec model and our DTree2vec model respectively as input layers. They are denoted as CNN-Doc2Vec and CNN-DTree2Vec respectively.
Finally, to evaluate the effect of DTree2Vec introducing the fine-grained factor, DTree2Vec is compared to a DTree2Vec series with fixed weights λ g . In order to distinguish them, we record the DTree2Vec introducing the fine-grained factor as DTree2Vec-grains and record this series of models with fixed parameters as DTree2Vec-Other. The comparison experiment between DTree2Vec-grains and a series of DTree2Vec-Other with fixed weights will be shown in the next section. All these methods were evaluated on a PC with Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-4200H CPU@ 28.80 GHz and 4.00 GB of memory. The DTree2Vector program is implemented in Python and executed on PyCharm 2017.3.3 (Community Edition).
C. EVALUATION INDICATORS
In order to quantify the recommendation results, we used three indicators commonly used in the recommendation systems [33] , [34] : 1) Mean Reciprocal Ranking (MRR): MRR measures the ranking position of the first related book returned by the system, taking the average of all test books. This measurement provides insight into the ability of the system to return relevant books at the top of the ranking. 2) Ranking success rate (S@k): S@k is defined as the probability of finding relevant books at the top when the recommended number of books is k. We reported eight successes in ranking: S@1, S@2, . . . , S@8; 3) Precision at rank k (P@k): P@k is the proportion of the number of related books at the top when the number of recommended books is k. We reported eight values for the accuracy of the rank: P@1, P@2, . . . , P@8. The greater the value of the index provided means better performance of the method.
According to the above assessment indicators, the correlation between the two books needs to be assessed in advance. This paper uses the classified information after the completion of the serial novel as the objective evaluation and uses the tag information of the serialized novel to evaluate the relevance of the book content. We obtained a list of serial novels used in the dataset and crawled the labeling and exact classification information of the serialized novels. Since the classification according to the style is more in line with the evaluation of the similarity of the novel in the content, we filter the category information of other classification methods, such as originality and age only retaining the style category information and the label information. We associate serial novels with category tags. Among them, the division of book labels is more specific, including e-sports, ghosts, etc. According to statistics, there are a total of 143 labels on Jinjiang website, and usually a book has only 3-4 labels, even only contains a label, so we can consider that books with the same label are similar. If any tagged label information or style type information matches, we define two books to be relevant. 
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our scheme for the recommendation of serialized books, we first experiment with a dataset with a completion degree of 20% that simulates serialized books that have been updated by one-fifth of all chapters. Table 2 summarizes the comparative results of the different methods.
It can be observed from Table 2 that DTree2Vec is superior to the other methods in terms of S@1, S@3, and P@2. The results produced on MRR, S@2, P@1 are second only to Tree2Vector-CLR, and the result on P@3 is second to CLR-global. We calculated the results of different methods on P@k and S@k as the number of recommended books increased. The results are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 .
The results in Fig.4 and Fig.5 show that when the number of recommended books is less than 4, DTree2Vec and Tree2Vector-CLR, considering term spatial distributions, are far superior to other methods in terms of success rate. When two books are recommended, Tree2Vector-CLR is slightly better than DTree2Vec, but when returning to other books, DTree2Vec outperforms Tree2Vector-CLR. When the number of recommended books is increased from 4 to 8, the success rate tends to be 100%, which is difficult to use as an indicator to distinguish the performance of various methods. As the number of recommendations increases, the accuracy of various methods generally decreases. When the recommended number is 4 and 5, DTree2Vec is slightly worse than Tree2Vector-CLR and Tree2Vector-CLR-global. When the recommended number is other values, the performance of DTree2Vec is generally better. In addition, Our DTree2Vec is more stable and has less volatility than Tree2Vector-CLR.
The above experiment shows better performance than the traditional bag-of-words models and Tree2Vector-CLR on the dataset with 20% completion degree. Therefore, we further select S@1, P@3 and MRR indicators on the other four completeness datasets separately. The comparative results of the different methods were visually shown in Fig.6 and the results with respect to MRR are illustrated in Fig.7 . As the degree of completion increases, the recommended performance of various methods is improved. For the five datasets with different completion, the MRR, P@k and S@k indicators of the two kinds of bag-of-words models, tf -idf and LSI, are poor and have large volatility. Indicators of DTree2Vec and Tree2Vector-CLR are higher on all five datasets with less volatility. What looks so clear is that two types of Doc2vec models, DM and DBOM, failed to show their advantages in MRR. After employing CNN, the performance of Doc2vec model has improved. CNN-Doc2Vec performs better than DM and DBOM in five datasets. Among them, DTree2Vec outperformed other models in terms of S@1 on the dataset of the completion degree of 20%, 40%, 80% and 100%. In terms of P@3, DTree2Vec outperformed Tree2Vector-CLR on the dataset of the completion degree of 40% and 80%, which showed great performance in serialized book recommendation.
Surprisingly, CNN-DTree2Vec which uses feature vectors obatained by our DTree2Vec model as input layers does not outperform DTree2Vec in the datasets of 20%, 40% and 60% completion degree. And their MRR values are approximate on 80% and 100% completion degree datasets. So we consider that simply employing CNN to our DTree2Vec model fails to achieve better improvement in serialized book recommendation.
However, with the rise of popularity of deep learning, recent research has focused on developing deep learning models for document modeling such as Tree LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [35] and HRNN (Hierarchical Recurrent Neural Network) [36] . It would be interesting to investigate these deep learning models for learning tree-based book semantic representations. And it is an important aspect to combine deep learning models with our DTree2Vec model to achieve better recommended performance.
To evaluate the impact of DTree2Vec's introduction of fine-grained factors, we record DTree2Vec, which calculates the fine-grained factor, as DTree2Vec-grains. The DTree2Vec with a fixed weight is recorded as DTree2Vec-Other, which value range is [0, 1], and the step size is 0.1. We further compare DTree2Vec-grains with a series of DTree2Vec-Other with fixed weights on 20% and 100% completion degree datasets and select MRR, P@1, and P@3 indicators to measure the recommended performance. The results are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9 . We can see that in Fig.8 , for the dataset with 20% completion degree, MRR and P@1 reach the highest when DTree2Vec-Other λ g = 0.9, and P@3 reaches the highest when λ g = 0. It is clear that our DTree2Vec-grains exceeds a series of λ g on P@1 and MRR. It is lower than λ g = 0 and 0.7 on the indicator of P@3.
For the dataset of 100% completion degree, DTree2Vec-grains achieved the similar good performance as λ g = 0.4 on the P@1 indicator, with the MRR indicator last at λ g = 0.2 and 0.3, and the P@3 indicator last at λ g = 0.2, 0.3 and 0.8. Due to the value of the recommendation indicators of DTree2Vec-Other with the fixed weight coefficient has certain volatility and does not achieve the best performance at the same time. DTree2Vec-grains, which considers fine-grained factors, exhibits superiority in recommendation accuracy when balancing global feature completeness.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic DTree2Vec scheme is proposed to construct a book hierarchical tree using text information of serialized books and map the tree into vectorial space. It tracks the update status of serialized books, adds chapter content in real time and captures their semantic changes. The DTree2Vec scheme forms a unified semantic feature representation by reconstructing a new semantic feature using the original global semantic features and local semantic feature information. In this paper, when fusing features in the reconstruction process, the fine-grained factor is introduced as a weight to balance the global features and local features. The fine-grained factor is used to evaluate the contribution of local features, which can be more appropriate for fitting the semantic representation of serialized books. The reconstructed semantic features of the books can be used to describe the similarity of the serialized books in the story content, and add the unfinished serialized books to the reader's recommendation list. The experiment shows the great recommended performance of DTree2Vec on datasets with different completion degrees. At the same time, DTree2Vec-grains considering fine-grained factors demonstrates the superiority of recommendation accuracy when balancing global features and local features. In particular, the DTree2Vec scheme performs better on accuracy when dealing with unfinished serialized novels, effectively alleviating the dynamic capture problems and real-time recommendations in book recommendations.
At present, readers generally tend to read books with the same theme or story content. For serialized books, it is effective to consider the semantic features of the text. However, the reader's choice of reading also depends on the book quality, creation time, popularity and other factors. Therefore, with the additional information of the serialized book, such as click volume, release time, etc., our scheme can be further extended. At the same time, the book reviews and chapter ratings of the serialized books can also be used for the book recommendation. In addition, the personalized recommendation of online serialized books combined with hybrid recommendation techniques and deep learning models intergrated with our DTree2Vec models are worthwhile in further research.
